
Problem statement: Development of customized keyboards for use of persons with physical and 
intellectual disabilities

Disabilities are impairments that effect a person’s life activities may be present from birth or occur during a 
person’s life time. It could be physical, intellectual, developmental, cognitive etc. 

Intellectual disabilities like dyslexia leaves it victims with difficulties in reading words, spelling words, reading 
quickly, sounding of words etc. Different people are affected to varying degrees. Those suffering from dyslexia 
and similar disorders require a more practical approach in their learning process. They have difficulties in 
recognizing alpha-numeric characters and hence they have trouble communicating.

Physical disabilities are the limitation of a person’s physical functioning, mobility, dexterity or stamina. 
Disabilities like, Vision Loss / Complete Blindness, Lack of Motor Skills, limits an individual’s ability to 
communicate electronically. 

Partial/Complete paralysis degrades an individuals muscle function for one or more muscles. It is most often 
caused by damage in the nervous system, especially the spinal cord. In most cases those suffering from 
paralysis lose control of their motor skills and restricts motion. 

In today’s day and age, communication plays a vital role in most day to day activities. Sharing and interpreting 
data is vital in most fields be it business, research or any fields of work. The above-mentioned problems pose a 
threat to those individuals suffering from them, making it inconvenient for them to communicate. The product 
aims at tackling all of these problems by providing different features that suit the various individuals thereby 
allowing them to communicate more freely. 



Methods/Solutions Considered

1.Design of the keyboard:

 To increase the size of all keys such that the intellectually disabled and the partial blinded could 
recognize the key easily

 To make a pictured key so that the intellectually disabled could map the character to the picture 
engraved in the key

 To make a transparent and an added a backlit so that the people suffering from colour blindness could 
recognize the key easily

 to increase the size of those keys which are used most frequently

2.Touch Interface of the keyboard:

 To create a capacitive touch interface keyboard
 To create a touch interface by using lasers and photo diodes so that the key stroke is recognized when 

the laser-line is cut
 To create a touch interface by using copper or aluminium strips
 To program a tablet so that it can used as a keyboard

3. Keyboard for the blind:

 To provide braille script engraved in the keyboard such that the blind could touch and sense each key 
and keystrokes happen on a double tap

 To provide voice recognition such that the blind could just speak the content and it would print on to the 
screen.

 To provide a gesture interfaced keyboard so that the blind could print the characters just by the gestures 
of his/her hands

4.Keyboard for the handicapped:

 To invoke keystrokes using the gyroscope movement provided by a headset on to the physical keyboard
 To create the keystroke using a virtual keyboard and gyroscope embedded headset

5.Keyboard for a person who is completely paralysed:

 To create the keystroke using the brainwave signal captured by the DSP processor which is embedded in 
a headset so that no movement is required. This signal is then fetched on to the virtual keyboard.



Description of Final Approach and Design:

The features of the final Design involve the following:

 The keyboard is made from an acrylic sheet on which the keys are engraved. The various keys on the keyboard 
are categorized as the various cells in a matrix

 Rather than building a normal keyboard that uses push-down keys, this keyboard is touch interfaced with the 
help of lasers. If an interference causes a break in the path of the lasers, the cell in which the event has occurred 
is recognized and the character mapped to that particular cell is considered to be the input.

 This allows those users who are visually impaired to run their hands on the keyboard to distinguish between the 
various keys, with the help of braille script, with greater ease since there aren’t any moving components.

 None of the keys will be activated when such users try to distinguish the keys by running their hands over them 
because a “double-tap” mode is also implemented. An optional mode which on implementation requires the 
user to hit the key twice to activate it.

 Individuals suffering from disabilities like dyslexia have difficulty recognizing characters and often learn better 
with a practical approach.  The keys have an engraving of an image which is mapped to the character on that 
particular key. For example, the key “A” has an image of an apple. This allows the user to map the image to the 
alphabet and help them recognize the various characters faster.

 The keyboard also comes with an in-built speaker which can be used to provide text data via audio. If the user is 
handicapped or has difficulty expressing himself via typing/writing this will prove to be quite effective.

  The product comes with a virtual keyboard software and a headset as well. The headset has a gyroscope 
attached to it which will be used by the user to navigate among the various keys across the keyboard.

 Those users having difficulty/ restricted motor skills or other limitations degrading their skills to express 
themselves can make use of this module. Depending on the motion of the gyroscope, the cursor on the 
keyboard is programmed to move. If the headset is moved to the right, cursor moves right. If the headset moves 
up, the cursor moves up. The various keys on the keyboard can be selected using mental commands that can be 
trained by detecting the various mental signals using the headset. Particular signal can be recognized and during 
the occurrence of thought patterns that invokes these signals, the headset triggers the programmed mental 
command, which in this case is select.

 For users suffering from complete paralysis and hence is unable to move a muscle, we have another module 
which works on the same keyboard, but because of the restricted motion we no longer have the gyroscope but 
will be using 2 more mental commands to navigate across the keyboard, namely LEFT action and RIGHT action.

 The user can select a key using a 3rd select mental command.
 These commands will have to be trained before the headset is used for the keyboard.



Result/Outcome

The product is an input device with mainly 2 hardware components :

1. Keyboard
2. Headset

The keyboard is flat and the keys do not work based off the traditional push down system
.
The keys on the keyboard are categorized similar to the cells in the matrix and they are distinguished based 
off the different rows and columns. Laser pointers are attached on each row and column and when the line of 
laser is broken the cell at which the line was broken is recognized and the key mapped to that cell is taken as 
the input.

The keys on the keyboard have images carved on them along with their corresponding braille as well.
The keyboard also has a built in microphone which is used to accept audio input.

The second hardware component is the headset, which will be used to detect the various brain signals and 
thought patterns and perform various actions accordingly. The headset also requires a software component 
which is the virtual keyboard. The various mental commands programmed with the help of the headset will be 
used to navigate among the various keys on the virtual keyboard and also to select among the various keys.

The headset also comes with a gyroscope which will also be used to facilitate the movement of the cursor 
among the various keys on the virtual keyboard. 



Significance 

The product covers a wide range and combination of disabilities and allows users to communicate more freely. 
In this day and age, communication plays a vital role in almost all fields of life. Humans communicate with 
others not only by face to face communication, but also by giving information via the internet. The significance 
of communication is like the importance of breathing. Communication facilitates the spread of knowledge and 
forms relationships between people. Our product allows users to communicate and express themselves by 
providing them with a wide variety of options to choose from according to their convenience.

Disability will no longer hinder an individual’s right to spread knowledge and information among other people. 
This keyboard opens up a range of possibilities to the disabled. It gives them opportunities they’d never had 
before.
Easier communication helps facilitate users to be far more productive at the workplace and take up jobs that 
requires greater deal of communication like writing, teaching etc..
Modules that make use of the headset requires very little movement from the user and so even if the user’s 
movement is restricted he/she will no longer be limited from communicating with others. 
The carvings on the the various keys is targeted to help those users, especially children, having difficulty in 
recognizing the various alphabets. This helps such users to not just communicate with other people but also 
learn. This system helps them recognize the different alphabets by mapping the images carved on the keys to 
the various alphabets which thereby improves their familiarity with the language.

The product also provides a great deal of convenience. The user no longer has to manually enter the data. 
He/she could input data via audio through the microphone that is attached with the keyboard. The improves 
convenience and also the speed with which the user can feed data into the system. 

The device is portable and lightweight and hence can be carried around with ease. The smooth surface along 
with the double tap module allows the users to run their hand over it with greater ease to recognize the braille 
on the keys. The size of the keys are slightly larger than the ordinary keyboard, so even if the user’s hand-eye 
coordination isn’t perfect and the larger keys will improve their chances of hitting the right keys.


